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Currently for large corporations, customer attrition is a big issue and in fact one of 
the most critical issues. The overall success of the telecommunications business 
resulting from adequate provision of service, value for money, loyalty, and 
management of relationships is seen as customer satisfaction. The aim of this thesis 
is to have segmented customers based on their historical contact with the call 
center. The result can be further improved by using some algorithms that show how 
reliable the expected model can be for customer satisfaction and how segmented it 
can be. Another goal of the thesis is to aid Call Centers to have a better view of their 
customers based on with their interactions with a purpose to increase customers’ 
satisfaction and loyalty. It will be defined how important the customer experience is 
for the telecommunication companies, what factors can amplify the customer 
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Call centers are an incredibly important part of today's corporate world, hiring 
millions of agents across the globe and acting as the main customer-facing outlet for 
businesses in many diverse sectors. Call centers have become a fruitful field for 
organizational control researchers in a variety of fields, including forecasts, capacity 
preparation, queueing and staff scheduling. In addition, as telecommunications and 
information technologies have progressed over the last few years, the organizational 
problems encountered by call center administrators have become more complex. 
Issues relating to human resource management, sales and marketing have now 
become increasingly applicable to call center activities and relating scholarly studies. 
In this paper is summarized material on the core topics of the planned research work 
in the presentation section, for example consumer engagement, indicators 
influencing customer experience. This segment would also provide the inspiration to 
do investigative work on the subject and study to be handled the frustration of the 
client while calling the technological fault call center. 
Customers are communicated by businesses by call centers and contact centers, 
which are the normal means of operation. Customer Service Representatives (CSR) 
are used to serve particular programs where human intervention is needed and 
Interactive Voice response (IVR) is used for generalized or commonly requested 
requests where a preset list of questions and responses is prepared with an artificial 
voice where consumers are advised to use the device. 
The success of a corporate enterprise depends on client satisfaction. Whenever a 
company is about to begin, clients always come "first" and the profit next. Those 
businesses that succeed in fully satisfying customers will remain at the top market 
position. The company of today has recognized that customer satisfaction is the key 
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component of the company’s success and at the same time plays a vital role in 
expanding the market value. 
The company should ensure that, equal to their numerical worth, they have 
complete service. This will raise the number of clients and sustain the long-term 
relationship between the client and the firm. Customer loyalty and retention are 
essential to everyday business for two main reasons. First, clients are a scarce 
resource that is much easier to procure from an existing client than from a new one. 
Second, consumer engagement and retention have a positive influence on the 
company’s profitability income. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The aim of this study is to investigate how customer experience can be influenced by 
the interaction with the Call Center, by analyzing the effects of Call Center contact 
experience and the factor which affect the fulfilment customer experience.  
The problem statement can be expressed through the following research questions: 
RQ1: How does call center performance affects the overall customer satisfaction and 
brand perception when managing technical faults 
RQ2: What are the thresholds where the call center experience accelerates customer 
dissatisfaction 
RQ3: Can we analyze and predict customer churn due to helpdesk efficiency 
1.3 Impact of the study 
 
For the researcher to apply the theoretical knowledge to the practical scenario and 
to help gain a better understanding of the subject matter under review, the analysis 
is highly beneficial.  The study also helps telecommunication companies to be aware 
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of the Call Center 's role in customer service fulfillment, customer loyalty, and its 
influence factor. Furthermore, this study allows telecommunication company's 
management to increase the value of the spectrum of issues and take effective 
remedial steps. The study is expected to lead to awareness-raising concerning role of 
center contact experience for other researchers and to appreciate for further 
analysis. 
1.4 Dissertation Outline 
In the subsequent chapter, it is presented a literature review, followed by the 
hypothesis of the research. The literature review firstly explains the importance of 
the customer experience and its dimensions and secondly describe in which ways 
Call Centers can affect and amplify customers’ dissatisfaction. The third chapter 
presents the methodology used to answer the research questions, including the 
design process of the survey. The fourth chapter consists in the results analysis, that 
is followed by the fifth and last chapter, containing the conclusions, as well as the 
limitations of the dissertation and suggestions for future research on the topic. 
2. Literature review  
This section will cover different authors’ definitions, types, sources, and main factors 
of how the customer experience is influenced. To explain the meaning surrounding 
the intent of the study, it summarizes, compares, and criticizes the current literature 
on related topics. It is subdivided in three parts. The definition of customer 
experience is explained as dependent variable in the first section of the literature 
analysis, followed by explanation of fulfilment customer experience and brand 




2.1 Contact experience  
2.1.1 Contact experience – Customer value 
 
This chapter which integrates customer engagement as an enhanced service 
effectiveness indicator, providing a summary of the notion of customer experience in 
this section. The definition of customer experience is narrowly defined in multiple 
media, which also presents a challenge to recognizing and implementing the term in 
research and practice. This section would offer a better recognizing of the debate on 
customer service in telecommunications companies. 
The efficiency of the service can be described by contrasting what consumers 
anticipate with the service provider. Customers compare how the operation 
operates and compare it to their needs of real-life scenarios. The client pays 
attention to the workers and equipment and the comfort of the operation. In the 
first point, consumers anticipate the operation to be handled properly enough that 
there is no need for another visit to fix problems. 
One of the top resources for a good company is customer satisfaction. Customer 
satisfaction is described as an overall judgment focused on the overall experience of 
purchasing and receiving goods or services over time. Customer loyalty is a key 
aspect of a company plan at a glance, as well as customer engagement and 
repurchase of goods. To optimize customer loyalty, enterprises can sell concepts and 
approaches with all the necessary documentation after completion. 
A basic customer relationship management theory is that company can benefit by 
recruiting and maintaining the most valued customers. [6] Long-term clients are the 
most valuable properties of the company. Companies should be mindful of the long-
term importance of their particular clients. The customer's lifetime worth should be 
calculated to make the company understand the meaning of retaining current 
clients. It is important to think broadly about the aspects in which clients bring value 
to businesses in order to appreciate the value of the consumer. Recognizing a 
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customer's appreciation can lead to smarter decisions about how to grow the 
market.  
Many organizations realize the cost of gaining a customer, but they are not aware of 
the cost of losing one. There are many reasons behind consumers quit doing 
business with the company, such as going away uncertainties, not knowing the 
importance of the death of the client and so on. Bad service, defective products, and 
content that does not fulfill consumer expectations are always the consequences of 
giving away customers' money. Here the importance does not refer to the price that 
it refers to the expected gains that were to be obtained in the product sense. The 
basic principles should be generated on the basis of a proper view of the consumer 
situation and needs firm. 
• Customer satisfaction 
Customer satisfaction and customer benefit have a different sense within the 
business and should not be confused. The key goal of the company organization is to 
make a clear effort to build consumer satisfaction in order to attract and retain 
consumers to offer consistency and competitive value to consumers. Instituting a 
successful marketing campaign principle and selling the company's eligible products 
and services would help fulfill and surpass consumer demand requirements than 
most competitors. (Jobber & Chadwick 2012.)  
Customer value may be perceived as a significant condition for the long-term 
sustainability of the business and for growth. Understanding the way, the consumer 
evaluates and views a service, or a product has been critical in this aggressive sector. 
While consumer value research still exists in many ways, it has also produced many 
fruitful insights from consumer and business viewpoints into the value creation 
process. [5] 
An added benefit for increasing customer satisfaction and loyalty is generated by the 
quality of the service utilizing the criteria, status or lifestyle facets. Developing 
service management involves knowing what consumers are actually looking for and 
what they are assessing. Client preferences have a critical effect on customer views 
of service. Unforeseen surprises are better than major commitments in quality 
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control process. Many mechanisms of quality production have been destroyed by so 
many claims. 
On the other hand, in growing customer retention and engagement, the 
management of customer grievances may play a significant role. Every business 
entity has to deal with the unsatisfied or annoyed customer at some point. Company 
nowadays has to delight consumers favorably if the business aims to please the 
customer and gain loyalty. Listening closely to what the client suggests and 
demonstrating the importance of their dilemma is crucial and posing a question in a 
sensitive and attentive way, to apologize to become a partner for fixing the issue 
with the client. Take a minute to review the customer's dilemma and embrace the 
challenge of being anything positive. 
The key steps in building an enterprise are customer reviews and records. For a 
corporate enterprise to optimize their business and retail offerings, customer input is 
an essential instrument. The easiest way to assess consumer loyalty is through 
feedback. The method of attracting new customers and keeping a current client can 
only be accomplished through market reviews and concerns. Customer input offers 
the empirical data where a wise business decision can be used. Customer input gives 
important insight into what clients think of goods and services that can help create a 
sustainable business enterprise in the future. 
Noticing the consumers, is the first step in rising the degree of satisfaction. Once the 
corporation interacts with the consumer, it indicates that the customer's needs and 
taste are well understood and allows getting a sense about how the company's 
operation really fits their standards. In addition, knowing the consumers allows 
revising the policies and actions that align with the customer's criteria and provide 
the favorable purchasing experience. It is easier to provide customized service 
individually than to ensure the consumer ends up with the automatic system. In 
reality, not all consumers are aware of the brand and the facilities. Often introducing 
service deals such as coupon, surprise gift will draw more consumer interest and 
would unlikely go a long way in building a partnership. Taking these minor items into 
account, a good picture of the service can be generated, which helps to improve 
customer loyalty.  
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2.1.2 How customer experience can be affected negatively 
 
Customer satisfaction appears to be everywhere at the beginning of the new 
millennium. Customer satisfaction is a key component of service delivery, since 
knowing and fulfilling customer expectations and desires will result in increased 
market share from recurring purchases. The orientation towards customer 
satisfaction is not a new phenomenon. Over the years, a number of effective 
businesspeople have recognized the value of customer satisfaction and production in 
the business outcome. There are, however, some variations between variables that 
affect consumer satisfaction and customer loyalty. The key factors that impact 
customer satisfaction and loyalty are usually price, efficiency, durability, empathy, 
responsiveness. Some of the specific considerations that affect customer satisfaction 
and loyalty are discussed separately below. [2] 
Consumer behavior applies to the collection, procurement and use of goods and 
services in order to satisfy their essential and fundamental needs. There are various 
stages of customer behavior. Initially, the customer recognizes his or her needs, and 
then goes to pick and schedule the goods and chooses to purchase them. Any of the 
variables that influence customer loyalty are product quality, price, operation, 
consumer emotion, personal factors, situational factors, a sense of privilege or 
justice, product characteristics etc. On the other hand, several factors like mentioned 
below in the influence purchasing behavior of the consumer. 
One of the main factors are the cultural factors, culture is important when it comes 
to recognizing an individual's expectations and actions. Values, attitudes, habits, and 
desires are the influences ultimately acquired by personalities and the typical 
practices of the society at the very early stage of adolescence. Norms and principles 
are passed on from one individual to the other through birth. The learned beliefs and 
expectations that characterize consumer needs and habits reflect cultural influences. 
Consumers are motivated first by the groups they belong to, but then by the groups 
they choose to belong to aspiring groups. 
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Moreover, social factors can affect the customer experience since human beings live 
in a world surrounded by a variety of individuals that have distinct purchasing 
patterns. The behavior of an individual is affected by many small communities that 
have distinct purchasing habits, such as families, acquaintances, social networks, and 
surroundings. These communities create an ecosystem in which the personality is 
evolved and formed by an entity. The social aspect thus affects a person's purchasing 
behavior to a great degree. 
Another factor that can influence are the personal factors. Personal considerations 
such as age, career, economic condition, and lifestyle include this customer behavior. 
The purchasing of goods and services is altered by the customer over time. 
Occupation and economic factors often have a significant effect on purchase actions. 
On the other hand, a low-income person prefers to buy affordable facilities. [2] 
In the buying of a specific good and service, certain psychological influences such as 
motivation, understanding, awareness, and attitudes and beliefs play a crucial role. It 
should aim to establish a deliberate need in the mind of the user to improve 
revenues and enable the customer to purchase the service company, which creates 
an interest in purchasing the service. Similarly, a consumer has a different view of 
another, based on the perspectives of the customer's views, values, and personal 
attributes. Attitudes help the individual to create a cohesive behavior towards their 
personality classification. The client creates attitudes that will impact the purchasing 
behavior through the interactions that the customers gain. 
The reasons that affect the consumer varies from person to person and the history 
of the citizens. As a result, a good consumer-oriented retail service provider can 
work as a psychologist to connect customers with services. Keeping in mind those 
factors of impact can be favorable and that the goal of consumer satisfaction can be 
achieved. The study of customer spending behavior is a key to business growth. 
Overall, the conclusion shows that the reputation of the company and the 
understanding of meaning, price, health and safety affects consumer loyalty. 
Consumer loyalty is another significant consideration for customer retention. The 
effect of loyalty satisfaction has been the most prominent topic in the field of 
marketing philosophy. Several experiments have also found that happiness and 
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loyalty have a strong relation with each other. Service quality refers to the outcome 
of a measure of the customer's perceptions of the service and interpretation of the 
way the service was delivered. Consumer grievances are also interpreted in the light 
of preferences of consumers, views of the service of products. The expected 
importance of customers is subject to the preferences and results of the customer 
appraisal process. The business should also concentrate on these aspects to improve 
the consumer relationship with value and loyalty in this dynamic retail environment 
on a global scale.  
Service consistency is also a primary consideration for customer retention and 
loyalty. Product quality is a set of features and sharp product characteristics of the 
brand that contribute to the ability to satisfy the demand. Product characteristics 
often have various measurements, such as characteristics, efficiency, reliability, 
longevity, serviceability, and perceived satisfaction of the consumer. Of all these 
measures, five components were primarily used to assess customer satisfaction and 
loyalty, product longevity, product quality, product freshness, product attractiveness 
and product equity. [7] 
Various goods allow marketers to consider the customer's purchasing behavior when 
the expectations of the premium product differ from each other. The corporations 
will have a chance to pay attention to the consumer due to the product diversity and 
thus improve the highest product range. This will dramatically enhance the growth 
and value of the commodity, as well as the happiness and loyalty of the consumers. 
The businesses have also started to build customer interest and loyalty by providing 
premium products and services. [6] 
There are two ways in which Call Center uses hold, one explanation is for waiting 
time until to talk with agent, and the other form of hold is when the call is held. 
Αgents who place clients on hold are part of working in a contact center. Except 
where they do so, how often they do so, and how often they do it, the customers are 
left waiting for a long time. Any of the ramifications of having waiting customers. 
• Increased negativity surrounding the brand 
Patience is virtue, but it is not a given. Waiting can be a stressful time, consumers' 
roadblock on their way to having questions answers or troubleshooting issues. And 
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though a little slight at times, delay is possible, it is essential to make it happen as it 
does.  Verify that it is finished as soon as possible. The longer clients are forced to 
wait, the more likely they are to become dissatisfied with the brand, even so much 
so that when talking to friends or posting on social media, they propagate that 
negativity.  
• Higher abandoned call rates 
There is no guarantee they can wait while customers are put on hold. Long hold 
times will lead to a rise in something that no contact center wants, depending on 
how long the average handling time is: abandoned calls. From the viewpoint of 
consumers, the pace at which customer queries and complaints are addressed 
consistently ranks as one of the most important factors.  
• Decreased likelihood of purchase 
• The bottom line is that time for keeping is irritating.  
Every call, customer, and business model is different, although the response is not 
straight cut, one thing is for sure: keeping customers on hold does not boost sales, 
but it can impede them. Considering the fact that many customers feel that keeping 
them on hold, particularly for a long period of time, is poor customer service. 
• More irritated customers 
Happy clients are similar to happy agents. To recognize that no agent needs to pick 
up the telephone and find that on the other end, there is an unhappy or incredibly 
irritated person. It makes all facets of their work all that much more challenging, 
including finding the complainant, getting to the source of the problem, and having 
the correct details to fix their problem or assert. [17] [18] 
2.2 Fulfilment customer experience and brand perception 
In call centers, the key connection between the company and the customer is 
personnel. Employees are also expected at the same time to perform several 
different tasks. Ambidextrous activity is required to be able to meet management 
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criteria such as: preserving the quality of operation, including focus, awareness, 
awareness and assurance, satisfying customers to fix issues, meeting a vast number 
of calls in a limited amount of time while ensuring first call resolution and 
participating in additional tasks, such as efficient marketing. All of which also takes 
place in a demanding atmosphere, coping with troublesome clients under the 
management burden associated with the production line approach and a low-cost 
approach to HR operations Which highly challenging environment and lack of control 
of the job operation induces fatigue and, consequently, staff attrition or 
absenteeism. 
To communicate with their customers, a number of large companies use call centers. 
The call center plays an important role for the company, which provides its 
customers with urgent services. Customers need to know that the business is doing 
the best for them and the organization is supplying them with the best quality 
service. In every organization, there is a call center for immediate service.  
Fulfillment customer experience is the total experience a customer has of the 
company. One of the goals company has is to make their clients loyalty to them.  
 
2.2.1 Fulfillment customer experience  
 
Several studies consider the service quality of call centers from the alternative 
perspective of customer satisfaction versus dissatisfaction. According to this view, 
although they are not present, the reasons contributing to happiness are not exactly 
the ones that contribute to disappointment. For instance, while customer 
satisfaction depends on employee ability to ensure first call resolution or service 
level, other factors such as rude employees, overall poor or slow service are drivers 
of customer dissatisfaction. Similarly, when they are happy, clients do not appear to 
mention "service level" but they do so when the call ends in disappointment. [6] 
Although service quality and first call resolution depend mainly on employees and 
how they perform their tasks there may also be a link between first call resolution 
and managerial strategies. In some cases, call center jobs are designed to distribute 
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responsibilities between agents in such a way that staff are often required to 
transfer calls to other departments. Consequently, customers find them- selves 
repeatedly facing technology barriers, while paying for the call’s cost as they are 
waiting. 
Once the call is transferred to the correct agent, the customer will experiment 
satisfaction only if they are provided with quality information and service. Employees 
also play the central role in the behavior contributing to consumer loyalty. In effect, 
to achieve customer satisfaction in the call center industry, we must focus on both 
technology service quality and human service quality and align these with customer 
expectations as well as with the company’s forecast and managerial strategies. 
Therefore, achieving customer satisfaction is a complex process with many 
intervening factors and interrelationships. 
 
2.2.2 Brand perception  
 
On this section, we will explain the meaning and the importance of the brand 
perception for the telecommunication companies. Service provider reputation plays 
a crucial role in mobile network preference in the telecommunications market. 
Telecom operator image parameters include the following points. Brand picture 
refers to the impression of the overall personality of the brand (real and fictional 
virtues and deficiencies) in the mind of customers. 
Brands are the names and trademarks and are the main factor in creating consumer 
partnerships between companies. Brands reflect the thoughts and expectations of 
the user about the product and its results, all that service or goods mean to 
consumers, and ultimately, brands remain in the mind of the customer. 
In a facility, goods are made, but the labels are made in the head. Brands are the 
company's key sustaining commodity. For example, if any commodity they own, 
building and facilities were lost by McDonald's in a horrific accident, they will be able 
to borrow all the money to restore it very easily because of the popularity of 
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McDonald's name, therefore products are more expensive than the totality of the 
properties. [5] 
There would be no ready-made, standardized product to be taken as a point of 
departure for a brand relationship when branding a service. The service process 
would, instead, be the heart of the branding process. Therefore, more likely, the 
organization itself and its delivery mechanism can be the basis for the branding 
process. In the field of services, a business brand partnership can be built in multiple 
ways since the operational nature of service, maintenance and preparation of the 
service is the essence of the branding process. Designed marketing contact is just a 
supportive aspect of the branding process in business branding. If the service phase 
contributes to a negative brand value, no desired contact initiative can compensate. 
If a service marketer focuses only on scheduled contact as a main branding 
operation, there would be a chance. The promise of the brand could not be kept 
through the operation process. If the customer's mind needs brand satisfaction, a 
brand name correlates to the brand name and the branding process has struggled to 
evolve. The desired brand image occurred when a customer's value and the 
organization's value do not clash with each other but complement each other 
instead.  
When building a branding partnership, it is important to bear in mind that the key 
challenge of the branding process is to handle the service phase that offers 
meaningful brand communication to consumers, as well as the subsequent brand 
messaging that will create a beneficial brand relationship. Brand makes it easier, 
through the organizational initiatives needed, to train and inspire workers in and 
beyond the organization. If the service process does not generate a favorable brand 
picture in the mind of the consumer, expected media outreach reinforcing a brand 
name that may not be developed in the service process and in the corporate culture 
cannot compensate for this. Brand value is also an advantage for every firm, but it 
also influences the customer's views of the company's activities in many ways. Brand 
image is a feature of both perceptions and reality, and Image has an internal effect 




2.2.3 Customer satisfaction 
 
Customer satisfaction is both complex and relative. Moreover, the "customer-
centric" idea will help businesses boost loyalty and retain customers truly, inversely, 
if rivals improve customer satisfaction, they will lose corporate clients. Although 
enhancing consumer loyalty, customer preferences should be remembered. 
Professional quality, merchandise quality and value for money have a positive direct 
impact on consumer loyalty. Employee satisfaction is similarly critical before 
consumer satisfaction is reached. If workers have a good impact, they may play a 
significant role in increasing the degree of customer satisfaction. Satisfaction, 
determined by several causes, is a complex, shifting goal that can evolve overtime. 
Especially where product use or service experience takes place over time, 
satisfaction can vary significantly depending on the point of use or experience of the 
cycle one focuses on. [5] 
Increased customer retention can offer market advantages such as customer 
engagement, prolong a customer's life cycle, prolong the customer's purchasing 
period of products, and improve positive word of mouth feedback with consumers. If 
the consumer is pleased with the product or service of the business, the consumer 
may order regularly and refer products or services to prospective customers. 
Customer loyalty is critical; it will decide any business's success or loss. The most 
critical factor in assessing a customer's level of satisfaction with a business is their 
contact with the call center, according to a study published by a Purdue University 
professor, because 70% of all customer transactions are treated in call centers. [3] 
A call center is a locus for consumer loyalty, especially those where most consumer 
encounters are at the frontline of the call center. They expect the phone to be 
answered immediately when consumers visit a call center and to be handled 
courteously by professional call center staff who can easily fix their dilemma. 
Briefly, consumer loyalty, as well as customer engagement and product repurchase, 
is a key aspect of a company plan. To optimize customer loyalty, businesses should 
sell concepts and approaches with all the requisite documentation after completion. 
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Satisfied consumers typically recover and order more. They also work as a network 
to attract other future buyers by exchanging insights, in addition to buying more. The 
value of holding a client is just one-tenth of attracting a new customer. Therefore, 
when a company wins a customer, it can continue to develop a strong relationship 
with the consumer. Providing the best of goods and services in the 20th century is 
not only a way of pleasing consumers, but also a way of maintaining a stable role. 
This has, in turn, benefited consumers greatly from the purchase of premium goods.  
 
 
Figure 1- Customer satisfaction analysis model 
 
Customer relationship management triangle law describes: Customer satisfaction 
equal to customer expectations minus customer satisfaction. Consumer satisfaction 
can be shown to be negatively associated with customer expectations in the figure 1 
presented. The figure 1 shows a clear difference between the experience of the 
client and the expectations of the client. It is then broken into five (extremely 
dissatisfied, reasonably dissatisfied, general satisfaction, moderately satisfied and 
really satisfied) stages. The customer's satisfaction becomes stronger as the 
consumer experiences vital flats of consumer expectation. The worst consumer 
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service, on the other hand, gives poorer customer loyalty relative to expectations. 
There are two ways for businesses to improve customer satisfaction. First, 
enhancement of quality to enhance consumer engagement and second, by reducing 
the target amount, aim to successfully control customer preferences. The first 
approach, however, is widely used and achieved great success in the organization. 
Businesses will also need to make some changes for quality growth in the future. [5] 
 
2.2.4 Customer segmentation 
 
This section would cover various categories of consumers, as telephone providers 
identify their clients for the performance of the better consumer service. Many 
telecommunication companies have implemented consumer segmentation to have 
the correct value to the customer. Companies utilizing consumer segmentation 
strategy and each client is distinct and by building an effective marketing and sales 
techniques can make their marketing results greater. Companies also hope to 
achieve a better understanding of their consumers' tastes and desires, with the goal 
of finding out what segment finds most helpful in tailoring selling goods more 
appropriately to that segment.  
These days, owing to the increased volume of data flowing across different contact 
networks, several consumer segmentation strategies in the telecom industry have 
been suggested that make old techniques and methods no longer relevant. However, 
several study experiments have been studied in high-dimensional data spaces.  [8] 
Segmentation is a mean to interact more directly with consumers. The segmentation 
method defines within the data the features of the consumer groups (called 
segments or clusters). Segmenting involves placing the population according to their 
similarity or related traits into groups. Customer segmentation is a planning step to 
identify each customer according to the customer categories that have been 
identified. To deal with today's dynamically divided customer landscape, 
segmentation is important. Marketers are more successful at channeling energy and 
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finding opportunities using segmentation. It is not an easy job to create consumer 
segmentations. Difficulties in achieving efficient segmentation are various. 
To establish useful divisions, relevance and data quality are important. If the 
business has inadequate consumer records, the importance of an inaccurate and 
almost useless customer segmentation. Instead, too much data will contribute to 
difficult and time-consuming research. It is often difficult to collect interesting 
information due to poorly ordered data (different formats, different source systems). 
In addition, the resulting segmentation can be too difficult to execute efficiently for 
the enterprise. The use of too many segmentation variables will be misleading and 
result in segments that are unfit for decision-making by management. In the other 
hand, it might not be easy to classify apparently effective variables. Many of these 
concerns are due to an incomplete database of consumers. 
The segmentation of customers is to assign customers according to one or more 
characteristics into different categories. Customers within the same category have 
the greatest similarities, and there is the greatest contrast between people not of 
the same category. Providing an accurate view of consumer composition by 
classifying consumers into correct segments, making a sectional overview of actual 
and anticipated consumers, and analyzing the influential attributes of various 
sections, and making service and advertisement more targeted. The following four 
goals are reached through consumer segmentation:  
• to understand the aggregate structure of the customer.  
• to understand the group characteristics of different valuable customers;  
• to understand the group characteristics of failure customers.  
• to understand customer utilization characteristics; 
• to understand the group characteristics of different credit quality customers. 
 
The segmentation of the company's clients should be accomplished, and a 
meaningful roadmap should be given to establish an effective sales plan. In order to 
maximize sales impact and productivity, efficient sales tactics use consumer variety. 
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If a business has different clients with different requirements, it is best to focus and 
develop services for each segment first. [9] 
2.3 Call Center experience amplifies customer dissatisfaction 
Along with increasingly fierce competition, business awareness of the value of call 
centers has risen dramatically. The Call Center is seen as a requirement that is 
accessible as a bridge that unlimitedly ties the business with its clients. The 
perception of the organization started to change, as the call center was traditionally 
only considered a cost center, today others have considered it a benefit center. If the 
call center was traditionally used mainly to handle data and grievances, the call 
center is also used to sell operations. 
 
2.3.1 Factors where call center experience can catalyze customer 
dissatisfaction  
 
A call center is historically characterized as a physical location where calls for sales, 
marketing, customer service, telemarketing, technical support, or other specialized 
business operation are placed or received in high volumes. To provide reliable 
customer service, it is a dynamic environment that must effectively incorporate 
information, technology, and workflow. [6] 
The duties or tasks offered by call centers are varied. Multiple roles are integrated 
into one office and call centers may provide a broad variety of services, including 
consumer requests, telemarketing, advertisement, and information services, to 
reservations and balance inquiries, according to a United Kingdom call center report. 
Customers expect the phone to be answered immediately when they contact a call 
center and to be handled courteously by professional call center staff who can 
quickly solve their problem. 
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According to some dynamic stochastic processes, inbound calls come at random in a 
standard call center, call durations are often random, waiting calls can decrease after 
a random patience period, some agents can fail to turn up for any cause to function, 
and so on. Call center administrators must determine how many agents of each type 
to have in the center at each time of the day based on call volume projections, must 
create working plans for the available agents, and must decide on the rules for call 
routing. These choices are taken in the sense of a high degree of misunderstanding. 
Usually, the aim is to provide the necessary service level at a reduced cost. [13] 
 
 
2.3.2. Thresholds which accelerate customer dissatisfaction 
 
The use of the technology used in call center operations will play a key role in 
providing access to more consumers and higher quality facilities, especially when 
additional or expanded services are available.  Factors linked to consumer perception 
that have been shown to affect customer loyalty are: first call resolution, agent 
demeanor: politeness, emotional support friendliness, agent know-how: expertise, 
reasoning and clarification, customer request anticipation, perceived queuing period, 
customized service. 
The issues of timeliness and reactivity are especially applicable to call centers. It has 
been pointed out that there are real challenges in delivering responsive service 
reliably, but most consumers do not anticipate or condone delays. Thus, as delays 
arise, estimates of service quality will be significantly affected. Eight examples of 
different perceptions of waiting time were given by some searchers. For example, 
empty time feels longer than involved time, pre‐process holds up feel longer than 
in‐process pauses, uneasiness causes stand by to appear to be longer, questionable 
holds up are longer than known limited pauses, unexplained holds up are longer 
than clarified pauses, out of line holds up are longer than evenhanded pauses, the 
more significant the administration the more extended the client will stand by and 
standing by alone feels longer than when holding up with a gathering. 
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Given that call place clients don't have visual or different signs regarding what is 
really occurring at the call community, and likely could be on edge when they call, 
almost certainly, any standby will be seen to be excessively long. The test for call 
focuses is to deal with these recognitions. The challenge of developing customer 
relationships without face-to - face contact can be another downside. It has been 
argued that the voice is "leakier" than the face, suggesting that our real feelings are 
more likely to be picked up only by voice, so a further degree of uncertainty (or 
potential opportunity) is generated for call center services managers if this is right.  
 
3. Research Methodology  
This chapter describes the research design that was employed to achieve the main 
objective of the research which is assessing the role of call center affects customer 
satisfaction on telecommunication companies. On this chapter the methodology 
used is presented and explained, including data translation, correlation analysis and 
methods for the analysis. The data description will be defined, followed by a detailed 
explanation of the primary data collection approach through the following subtopics: 
data preprocess and transformation of data. Lastly, a comprehensive description of 
measurement and data analysis methods is presented. 
 
3.1 Data Description 
 
The data set used in this study was acquired from an online survey questionnaire 
which was taken place in March of 2020 addressed to telecommunications’ 
customers. The questionnaire includes answers from customers about how their last 
contact experience with the Call Center was and how much they stayed satisfied. The 
data that are collected came from 1189 customers which 349 are high value 
customers and 840 the rest. The questionnaire contained 14 closed-end questions 
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and open-ended questions regarding satisfaction with various aspects of the 
escalated call center contact, but on this research closed-end questions were used 
for the analysis. Below it is referred the fourteen questions of the questionnaire.  
 
Questions of the questionnaire 
 
1. When did you talk for the last time? 
2. Reason to call 
3. How long did it take you to talk to the first available representative?  
4. How satisfied were you with the waiting time until you spoke to a 
representative? 
5. Was your request satisfied the first time you contacted, or did you need to 
contact again on the same subject? 
6. Considering your own involvement and effort in resolving your issue, how 
easy was it for you to get the help you wanted? 
7. How satisfied are you with the overall experience you had when you called 
Customer Service? 
8. Given the overall experience you had when you called Customer Service, how 
likely would you be to recommend the company to a friend? To answer use a 
scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means completely unlikely to suggest and 10 
extremely likely to suggest. 
9. To what extent do you agree with the following? This company makes me 
feel like I am in good hands 
10. To what extent do you agree with the following? This company rewards loyal 
customers 
11. To what extent do you agree with the following? This company is worth the 
money I pay 
12. Do you have any comments or suggestions for improvement? 
13. Finally, would you like to tell us what your gender is? 




The questionnaire was answered by high value customers and the same questions 
where given to the rest one. As it shown above most of the answers are at Likert 
scale. Such as the question “7: How satisfied are you overall with the experience you 
had when you called Customer Service?”, the options of for this question were “Very 
satisfied”, “Satisfied”, “Neither Satisfied or dissatisfied”, “Dissatisfied”, “Very 
Dissatisfied”. 
 
3.2 Data Preprocess 
 
The aim of the research is to create a predicted model to predict customers’ 
satisfaction and based on this predicted model to create a model to segment 
customers by their satisfaction/dissatisfaction with their interaction with the Call 
Center. In order to come to concrete conclusions, specific steps have been followed 
in order to keep a structure and coherence regarding the ways the problem is 
approached. Initially all features have been checked whether they have corrected 
syntax according to their type and if there are any non – existing values. Having 
found some anomalies, data cleansing was required. When all these data were 
collected there were two different excel files with the answers for the two type of 
customers, one excel file for high value customers and second one with the rest.  
One of the goals is to have a file with this kind of structure data. It was designed like 
the table below. 
 
Figure 2 – Structure table 
 
Steps of the preprocessing  
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A. Transformation of Data 
 
The data set comprised of questionnaire which is asked by 349 high value customers 
and 840 the rest of a specific telecommunication company. At the table below it is 
shown the given data and how was transformed for the research.  As mentioned 
above, there were two separate files with the answers of the high and the rest type 
of customers. At the next step, the two files were merged into one file and one new 
column was created with the type of customer (High or Rest). The new file is 
included the whole data from both high and rest value customers.  The next step was 
to give every column of the dataset a more readable name since the first datasets 
had the questions as the name of the column.   The main objective of this step is to 
convert the data in such a way that the values of the collected dataset can be read 
better.  
Firstly, the data which was collected was at Greek, so at the first step of the 
preparation of the data was to translate it in English except from the comments. 
Figure below shows how was the data.  
 
   
Figure 3- Dataset 
 
Analyzing the dataset for filtering and the number of features so that it contains only 
useful features.  Figure 4 below, shows the 15 features which are available in the 
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dataset. Figure 4 represents the name of the variables, which are included in the 
dataset that is used for the research analysis. 
 
PROVIDED DATASET 
FEAUTURES VALUE ABOUT 
Gender  male – female – no answer  No answer: They do not want to answer 
Age 18-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64, 65+ Range of Age 
Customer value High – Rest Two categories: High value customers and the 
rest of them 
Last_contact 7 days, 15 days, 30.43 days (1 month), 
91.31(3months), 0: Cannot remember 
Last time contact with the Call Center by 
days, when zero means that customers do 
not remember  
Issue Technical Issue, Billing Info,  
Activate or change a fixed program, 
Mobile Updates,  
Billing issue or reconnection issue,  TV 
Support,  Other 
Reason customer call  
Waiting_time 59’’, 180’’, 300’’, 420’’, 600’’, 900’’, 
901’’, Call lost : 0, Call back :1  
Waiting time until to connect with an agent, 
approximately by seconds 
Level_satisfaction_time From 1- 5 (5: Very satisfied) How they were satisfied of the waiting time 
Times to call 1, 2 , 3+, not yet The times that they contact with the call 
center to resolve their problem. The value 
‘not yet’ means that the customer’s issue did 
not yet resolve. The value ‘3+’ means more 
than three times 
Resolving_effort_difficulty From 1- 5 (5:difficult) How difficult was the effort of the customer 
the agent asked to do / Their effort to solve 
the issue 
Satisfaction_level From 1- 5 (5:Very satisfied) Level of satisfaction experience 
Suggestion_to_friend Scale from 1- 10  If they will recommend the company to a 
friend, where 0 means completely unlikely to 
suggest and 10 extremely likely to suggest 
Company_satisfaction From 1- 5 (5: Very satisfied) The overall satisfaction of the company 
Loyalty_rewards From 1- 5 (5:Very satisfied) Company give bonus to their customers 
Pay_value From 1- 5 (5:Very satisfied) Money worth it 




The figure 5 , it is defined a screenschot of the final format of the dataset that is used 
for the research analysis.  
 
Figure 5– A screenshot of the final dataset 
 
B. Cleansing dataset 
 
On this step, the main purpose is to eliminate rows with missing data. Upon 
observing the dataset, it is observed that some customers have started the 
questionnaire, and they have completed it, so the missing values was deleted rows. 
This research focuses on the customer satisfaction and their experience of their 
interaction with the Call Center, the answers to the open-ended questions are not 
being used for this analysis.  
 
C. Correlation Analysis 
 
 
Correlation analysis is performed to see the relationship between the attributes. The 
next section refers to the ways and the tool that is used for the correlation analysis 
between the variables and the methods of the data analysis.  After those steps the 
remaining data is 998 customers. 
 
 
3.3 Methods of data analysis  
 
On this section refers the steps of the analysis, those steps are two, the first one 
exploratory data analysis and the second one using machine learning analysis. After 
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cleaning the data, for the exploratory data analysis is used Power BI tool to create a 
dashboard to observe the correlation between the variables. Machine learning 
algorithms are applied for making a prediction satisfaction model by using the 
KNIME analytics platform.  
 
 
3.3.1 Exploratory Data Analysis 
 
Power BI  
 
Power BI is an interactive Data Visualization tool, offering the ability to manipulate 
large amounts of data with a plethora of graphs, share insights across an 
organization, or embed them in an app or website. Moreover, it connects to 
hundreds of data sources and bring the data to life with live dashboards and reports.  
Power BI analytic tool it was used for the exploratory data analysis and for observing 
the correlation between the variables. Exploratory data processing, mostly using 
visual tools, is an approach to evaluating data sets to summarize their main features. 
A predictive model may or should not be used, but exploratory data analysis is 
mainly meant to see what the data can teach us beyond the systematic task of 
simulation or hypothesis testing. Thus, a better view of the data set and the variables 
is achieved by using exploratory data analysis. The figure 6 includes some of 
visualizations can be used in Power BI to create a dashboard of the dataset. At 





Figure 6– Dashboard of the dataset 
 
And this is how it looks like in desktop version. 
 






3.3.2 KNIME Analytics Platform 
 
This dissertation aims to examine in which metrics customer satisfaction starts to 
decrease. The examination is conducted with the use of the latest updated KNIME 
4.2 Analytics Platform. On this subsection, a reference on the KNIME’s tools used for 
the current research is held. 
KNIME, the Konstanz Information Miner, is an open-source data analysis, 
documentation and integration tool. It combines different components for machine 
learning and data mining through its modular pipelining concept. The graphical user 
interface enables the assembly of nodes that combine various data sources, 
including preprocessing, without or with minimal programming, for modeling, data 
analysis and visualization. 
KNIME Analytics Platform is a data science program for open access. Intuitive, open, 
and constantly incorporating new technologies, KNIME produces workflows for data 
understanding and data science. KNIME was used to forecast one dependent 
variable for others. Below it is shown a view with the KNIME in desktop version. 
Moreover, the Konstanz Information Miner, as the abbreviation reads, provides a 
wide collection of building blocks and tools from third parties. Files are stored in a 
workspace that includes workflows. Workflows may be programs or procedures that 
define the steps used to load, simulate, or convert data. 
The architecture of KNIME is based on three core concepts. The visual interactive 
platform allows data to be controlled by single drag and drop from a number of 
processing units. Customized systems may also be modeled by individual data 
pipelines. The modularity of the different processing units and data containers does 
not require reciprocal dependency, thereby facilitating easy delivery of computing 
and allowing the autonomous development of different algorithms. Data types are 
already embodied, categories are not predefined, whereas new types an easily be 
added bringing along type specific renderers and comparators. The above is 
accomplished by a pipeline of nodes, connected by edges that transport data or 
templates, in order for the data processing to be processed. Each node processes the 










KNIME provides a broad range of nodes, including nodes for different forms of data 
input/output, simulation and transformation, as well as data mining and computer 
learning and visualization components. Workflows which also include nodes, 




Knime nodes are the most common processing unit and typically resemble one visual 
node in the workflow. Class Node wraps all features and uses user specified 
implementations of NodeModel, NodeDialog and one or more NodeView instances. 
The dialog and display settings are only enforced when the user settings are needed. 
This schema fits the architecture style of the Model-View-Controller. Moreover, each 




The KNIME Workflow Node Repository provides a set of nodes to retrieve and 
process data manipulation. The nodes included in the current dissertation include 
the Twitter API Connector, Twitters Search, the Row Filter, the Group By, the Line 
Chart (JFreeChart), the Excel Writer (XLS), the Excel Reader (XLS), the String to 
Date/Time, the Strings to Document, the Punctuation Erasure, the Number Filter, the 
N Charts Filter, the Stop word Filter, the Case converter, the Snowball Stemmer, the 




The opportunity to bundle a certain workflow in an encapsulated node creates an 
abstraction method. A sub-workflow may be used as a single part of another 
workflow, that is a meta-node. 
A metanode used in the current dissertation can be seen in figure 9. 
 
 






Workflows in KNIME are node linking graphs or a direct acyclic graph (DAG) referred 
to in the programming language. The Workflow Manager facilitates the insertion of 
new nodes and the addition of links between two nodes. It keeps track of the status 
of nodes (configured or executed) and returns a pool of executable nodes on 
request. The underlying graph layout helps the workflow manager to decide all the 
nodes needed to be executed along the paths that connect to the node that the user 
really needs to execute. 
 
Figure 10– Workflow in KNIME 
 
Figure 10 shows an example of the satisfaction prediction workflow used for the 
current research. The Workflow includes all nodes used for the data mining and 
visualization. A description at the bottom of every node describes the demand it is 




4. Analysis  
 
This chapter contains the analysis, description, and discussion of the research. The 
aim is to present the results from the data analysis of the quantitative data collected 
with the survey questionnaire. An exploratory factor analysis was first performed to 
test whether the main components of the questionnaire were overall satisfaction, 
company satisfaction, loyalty rewards, suggestion to a friend, waiting time, 
satisfaction of waiting time, last contact, resolving effort, customer value and the 
reason of contact with the Call Center. 
Descriptive statistics, correlation and regression approaches were used to evaluate 
the data obtained. The analysis is divided in two parts, the first part is the 
exploratory data analysis where is summarized the main characteristic with visual 
methods and the second part apart from the machine learning analysis. 
 
4.1 Exploratory Data Analysis  
 
On this research as it is mentioned in a previous chapter, a questionnaire was used 
for the analysis because is more important to focus about the feeling of customers 
when they communicate with the Call Center customer services. The questionnaire 
includes questions about the scale effort of the customers for resolving the problem. 
This survey will focus only on the customer satisfaction and how this is affected.  
One of the most important things of the research is to realize the importance of 
customers to be satisfied after every contact with the Call Center. These days every 
telecommunication company should take in advance the data that can be collected 
from the call center interactions. The Customer Analysis Dashboard offers valuable 
insight into customer experience and satisfaction for high and rest value customers. 
Managers and business leaders can use this Power BI dashboard to analyze business 
growth across regions. They can evaluate profit distribution across customers, make 
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valuable decisions to increase revenue, and drive profitability or to increase their 
overall satisfaction. 
  
4.1.1. Visualizing in Power BI  
 
For the purpose of the study, a dashboard is created with four pages, each page 
offering different metrics about the customer satisfaction based on what is needed 
for further analysis.  
 
Page one: Waiting time until to contact with the first representative. 
 
 
Figure 11– Waiting time until to contact with first representative 
 
In the first page a view is provided for the waiting time until a customer talk with the 
first representative. The first graph at the right is a stacked column chart that 
includes information on the last interaction of the client with the Call Center, and 
numbers is on days. This chart shows values (gender, last contact) on Y-axis and 
group by data on X-axis. Specifically, the value 0 is represents that the call was 
missed, and the client did not manage to contact with a representative, while the 
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value 1 represents that this customer when he called to Call Center chose for auto 
call back, the other values are approximately in days.  
Observing the first graph, it seems that male tends to have a higher sampling size. 
Therefore, the higher percentage of the sample is male with 61.52% and the 35.57% 
is women. The line chart depicts a line with the waiting time based on the sample, 
and it is observed that the most frequent value is between 180 and 200 seconds. 
Moreover, some statics are shown at the page, such as the average of waiting time, 
the total number of the sample customers. Calculating the average of waiting time, 
the values 0 and 1 is removed, because there are not quantitative. Therefore, the 
average of waiting time is approximate 479.22 seconds in 998 total sample. The pie 
chart, left and down, provides the justification for communication with the Call 
Center statics. Technical problem constitutes 48.99 % of the sample summarizing 
Technical Fault 41.78 % which represents the percentage of clients which have 
technical problem with their internet connection or landline as well as TV Support 
with 7.21 % of the sample. In addition, a 16.65% of the sample is clients which call 
for Billing information. Furthermore, the bar chart is used for having a better view 
about the satisfaction of the waiting time.  
In the final bar chart illustrates the relationship between the level of waiting time 






59 Less than 1  
180 Between 2-3  
300 Between 4-5 
420 Between 6-7 
600 Between 8-10 
900 Between 11-15 
901 Bigger than 15 
  




The above table illustrates the waiting time values approximate in seconds. It is 
stated that one of the top values is the value of 900, which represents 14.6 % of the 
records, the value of 901, which represents the 11.6 % of the records. However, the 
distribution of the sample is most affected by the value of 180 with 21.2% of the 
records.  
Power BI Desktop to find where the distribution is different, runs machine learning 
algorithms over the results, and populates a graphic and a summary window that 
explains which categories (columns) and values of those columns result in the most 
substantially different distribution. Insights are provided as a column chart, as shown 
in the following image. So, below, using this column chart, the Power BI can make 
automated three more graphs which explain further the higher values of the records, 




The values with the selected filter applied are shown using the normal default 
color. The overall values, as seen on the original starting visual, are shown in grey for 
easy comparison. Up to three different filters might be included (900, 901, 180 on 
this case) and different filters can be chosen by clicking on them. The estimated 
waiting time in this case is based on relative rather than absolute values. Therefore, 
while the satisfaction level for 900 seconds of waiting time is the same with 901 
Figure 13- Distribution of waiting time 
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seconds of waiting time, the satisfaction level for 180 seconds of waiting time is 
lower. Thus, the graphics seen are meant to explicitly display the variations observed 
between the total distribution (as shown in the original visual) and the meaning 





Moreover, applying insights in Power BI Desktop the above method can give 
different sights of the data. As it is observed, 'Technical Fault' holds the 41.7 % of the 
records, this means that it is the prominent issue for which clients contact the Call 
Center. The automated graphs show that the distribution of 'Technical Fault' is 
higher with value 2 of satisfaction level, which means that is the most affected 
negatively value for the overall customers' satisfaction.  
Figure 14- Distribution by Technical Fault issue 
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Noting the above graphs, it is shown that compared to the average waiting time, the 
‘Technical Fault’ category has different values for each level of satisfaction. While for 
‘TV Support’ as it seems the biggest is at level 2 with 672.20 seconds waiting time. 
For satisfaction levels 1, 4 and 5, the average  
waiting time is approximately 250 seconds. While in the ‘Technical Fault’ it seems 
that for different values of waiting time we have the same degree of satisfaction. So, 
further investigation is needed to see the correlation that the level of satisfaction 
can have with the waiting time. 
The following dashboard includes more graphics for giving different insight for this 
analysis and helps for reading better the data. 
 
Page two: Overall Satisfaction 
 
Figure 15- Overall satisfaction 
 
The dashboard above gives an overall view of the data in order to have a better 
overview about how the Call Centers affect customers’ overall satisfaction. The 
average of the satisfaction level is 3.23 which means that the average of the sample 
feels satisfied. At the first graph one can observe the level of satisfaction by the 
reason of contact and the number at the end of every bar corresponding the total of 
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the records of each category. Looking at this graph, we can conclude that 'Technical 
fault' constitutes the bulk of data, such as 'Billing info,' which means that the volume 
of the sample is for technical support and for billing details or clarification of billing. 
Mainly the satisfaction level is ‘3’ which means that customers are ‘satisfied’, and the 
value of ‘1’ and 2 which means ‘very dissatisfied’ and ‘dissatisfied’, respectively. The 
percentage of customers which stay very dissatisfied and dissatisfied constitutes 
approximately 12.93% and 13.23 %, respectively. This means that there is a 
percentage that can be taken into consideration for the company, and that means 
that everything is not quite obvious to the costumers. 
The second graph demonstrates the customers’ effort to fix the problem when they 
call sort by the customer value. This graph provides the chance to see if consumers 
in the 'High' category had less effort than those in the 'Rest' category. It is observed 
that the 26% of the sample finds easy his try to fix the problem. Finally, the final 
graph is a ribbon chart, which visualize data, helps to discover which data category 
has the highest rank (largest value). Different colors are used to emphasize how the 
level of satisfaction varies through the communication reasons.  
Page 3: Correlation Analysis 
Figure 16- Correlation matrix 
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Here correlation plot is used for correlation analysis. Correlation analysis is 
conducted to show the relationship between the two attributes based on the 
Pearson correlation value. A positive value of correlation means that if one variable 
increases, the other either increases or vice versa. If the value is negative, this 
implies that if one component decreases the other increases and vice versa [1]. The 
Pearson correlation values fell within the spectrum of [-1, 1]. Correlation review was 
carried out in order to pick the attributes for clustering. Using the graph above with 
the coefficients, it is easier to find out the strongest and weakest correlation in the 
entire dataset. 
The below points should be considered, the dark blue circles in diagonal line from 
top left to bottom right indicates the association of the attribute with itself, which is 
always the strongest or 1. So, this should not be read as correlation, but just as a 
separator line. The more the circle has a dark blue color, the more optimistic the 
connection is. The darker the red paint, the more negative the correlation is. Lighter 
or white shades means weak or no correlation. The scale which is inside the circle at 
the right illustration can be used to estimate the correlation coefficient value. 
Because it could be easier to analyze correlation, if attributes with the same type of 
correlation are clustered together. The third correlation matrix which cluster and 
reorganize the attributes as shown at the correlation matrix. 
In a diagonal line from top left to bottom right, the dark blue circles displays a 
connection of an attribute with itself, often the strongest or 1. This should also not 
be perceived as a correlation, but rather as a line of separation. The greater the dark 
blue color of the circle, the greater the positive correlation. The darker the red color, 
the more negative the correlation is. Lighter or white shades imply low do not have 
correlation. The scale may be used to measure the significance of the correlation 
coefficient. The right graph shows the specific correlation between the variables. 
When the correlation is -1, it means that those two variables have strong correlation 
(are strong correlated), when the one is growing the other is decreased. What 




Someone can observe that company rewards loyal customers ‘loyalty rewards’ with 
the overall satisfaction of the company ‘company_satisfaction’ are strongly positive 
correlated. Additionally, it is noticed that 'satisfaction_level' has strong positive 
correlation with the level of customer that this company recommends to a friend 
'suggestion_to_firend_level' and with the level of waiting time satisfaction 
'waiting_time_satisfaction', while it has negative correlation with the attribute times 
calling for the same reason 'times_to_call', which makes sense because as less times 
someone has to call for the same reason, so more will increase his dissatisfaction. 
 
4.1.2. Key Influencers  
 
Key Influencer is an innovative feature that uses Machine Learning and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) to derive Metric or Key Performance Index. Power BI makes 
excellent use of Machine Learning and AI capabilities to derive insights about the 
data, reflects the factors under which an interested metric drives and ranks the 
factors that matter and shows them as main influencers. It gives insight into the 
factors influencing the measure being analyzed, and it compares the relative value of 
these factors. Behind the scenes, the AI visualization uses ML.NET to perform a linear 
regression to quantify the key influencers. Linear regression is a mathematical model 
that investigates how the field result you are examining adjusts depending on the 
explanatory variables. Key influencers shows the top contributors to the selected 
metric value. Top segments shows the top segments that contribute to the selected 






Figure 17- Key influencers (Increased) 
 
The analysis runs on the table level of the field that is being analyzed. In this case, 
the ‘satisfaction_level’ is the metric which is analyzed. This metric is defined at a 
customer level. Each customer has given either a high score or a low score. All the 
explanatory factors are defined at the customer level for the visual to make use of 
them. The figure 17 above shows what influences the overall satisfaction to be 
increased. The graphs show positive ratings for having a better satisfaction.  
The left pane contains one visual. In this case, the left pane shows a list of the top 
key influencers. The restatement helps you interpret the visual in the right pane. The 
right pane contains one visual. In this case, the column chart displays all the values 
for the key influencer 'waiting_time' that was selected in the left pane. The specific 
value of usability from the left pane is shown in green. All the other values for 
‘waiting_time’ are shown in blue. The average is calculated for all possible values for 
'waiting_time' except usability (which is the selected influencer). Therefore, the 
calculation applies to all the values in blue. It tells you what percentage of the other 
'waiting_time' had a low rating. In this case 11.35% had a low rating (shown by the 
dotted line). In this case, the average of customers' satisfaction level is 2.33 when is 
increased (shown by the dotted line). 
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Similarly, customers come from different customer’s value have different waiting 
time, times to call with the Call center, different last contact time and suggest the 
company to a friend with different rate. The explanatory factors are already 
attributes of a customer. As waiting time increases, the likelihood of receiving better 
satisfaction also increases. This trend suggests that waiting time are more likely to be 
between 1-180 when 1 is the auto call back.  
The visualization below shows that every time ‘times to call’ goes up by 13.44 
months, on average the likelihood of a low rating increases by 1.23 times. In this 
case, 13.44 months depict the standard deviation of tenure. Therefore, the insight 
you receive looks at how increasing tenure by a standard amount, which is the 
standard deviation of tenure, affects the likelihood of receiving a low rating.  
The key influencers visual shows the metrics which influenced the most the analyzed 
value 'satisfaction_level', such as for having high customers' satisfaction level. 
Customers' satisfaction level ('satisfaction_level') is more likely to increase when the 
waiting time ('waiting_time') is between 1 to 180 seconds, in which is included when 
the customers choose to auto call back, besides for waiting at the line. The 
'waiting_time' as it shown at the above right graph, shows with green color that it is 
the factor, which most influence the analyzed value. When waiting time is 1-180, the 
customers' satisfaction level (‘satisfaction_level’) is 0.99 units higher compared to all 
other values of waiting time(‘waiting_time’). This influencer contains approximately 
28.36% of the data. When the company's recommendation to a friend 
(‘susggestion_to_friend_level’) is up to 3.19, the customers' satisfaction level 
(‘satisfaction_level’) is 0.49 units higher compared to all other values of 
'susggestion_to_friend_level'. When the satisfaction of waiting time is 
(‘waiting_time_satisfaction’) is 1.34, the customers' satisfaction level 
(‘satisfaction_level’) is 0.27 units higher compared to all other values of 
(‘waiting_time_satisfaction’). The factor which is not so influence the customers' 
satisfaction level (‘satisfaction_level’) is the level of custumers’ feeling that the 
company award them for their loyalty (‘loyalty_rewards’) is up to 1.33, the 
customers' satisfaction level (‘satisfaction_level’) is 0.07 units higher. 
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However, the factors which have impact to the ‘satisfation_level’ for being lower is 
only differ at the waiting time, the other factors stay the same.  As it is observed at 
the following visual, the factor which influence satisfaction level to be decrease, is 
when the waiting time is 0 or less which means when the call is lost. Therefore, 
customers’ satisfaction level is 0.95 units lower when the customer did not manage 
to connect with a representative.   
 
Figure 18- Key influencers (Descrease) 
 
 
4.1.3 Calculating top segments 
 
This subsection tends to announce when the expected customers' satisfaction level 
is likely to be low or high. Segmentation is applied in order to classify the customers 
into different groups according to one or more attributes. The customers within the 
same group have greater similarity. Segments are ranked based on the percentage of 
records where the condition is met. The AI visualization uses ML.NET to run a 
decision tree to identify interesting subgroups. The goal of the decision tree is to end 
up with a subset of data points that is relatively large in the interested metric. 
Visualization works by looking at data trends within one group relative to other 
groups. The decision tree takes each explanatory factor and tries to reason which 
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factor gives it the best split. They were created eight segmentations, four when 
customers’ level of satisfaction is more likely to be high and other four 









In this case, we have four segments, these segments are ranked by the percentage of 
low ratings within the segment. For instance, Segment 1 has 1.33 level of customers’ 
Figure 19 – Top segments 
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satisfaction. While, as it is shown when the level of satisfaction is likely to be high, 
the average of customers’ satisfaction level is between 4.85 to 3.96 and when the 
likely is low, the satisfaction level is between 1.33 to 2.54. The higher the bubble, the 
higher the proportion of low ratings. The size of the bubble represents how many 
customers are within the segment. Selecting a bubble drills into the details of that 
segment. Selecting Segment 1, for example, we will find that it is made up of 
relatively dissatisfied customers. Below it represents more insights about each 
segment.  
Every segment is composed of some of attributes, which grouping the data of the 
sample into those segments. The segments when the probable of satisfaction level 
to be increased, such as the Segment 1 with ‘satsfaction_level’ equal to 4.85, which 
means very satisfied customers. Satisfied customers as we can see are the customers 
which will recommend the company to a friend with value of ‘suggestion_to_friend’ 
equal to 8 for each segment. Segment 2 and Segment 3 with ‘satisfaction_level’ 
equal to 4.51 and 4.29 respectively, these segments differ because the waiting time, 
where the satisfaction of the waiting time is 3. Segment 4 contains 56 data points 
(5.6 % of the data), it differs from others segments because customers who grouped 
at Segment 4 are those who choose the auto call back against for waiting until to 
connect with first representative. It could be mentioned that customers who do not 
wait until they reach to the first representative, but they want to be called are more 








One of the main goals of every company is to provide high value services and having 
more satisfied customers than dissatisfied. The statistics of these four segments as 
we can observe at the figure 20 are low. In this case, is more profitable to see the 
Figure 20 – Metrics of each segment (High) 
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negative insight of the data, where a percentage of customers are not satisfied. 
Below, there is a figure 21 with the four Segments, when the amount of satisfaction 
is more likely to be poor. 
As it is observed at the figure 21, we have for segments the satisfaction level of these 
segments is between 2.54 to 1.33. In Segment 1 are grouped customers with average 
of satisfaction level equal to 1.33, since the recommendation of company to a friend 
is very low. Most of the data is grouped at Segment 1 with 100 data points, when it is 
shown that when customers have to call more than once at the Call Center about the 
same issue, their satisfaction level starts to decrease. Also, as it shown at the figure 
19 with higher bullets is Segment 2 and Segment 4 with satisfaction level 1.92 and 
2.54, respectively. Segment 2 and Segment 4 contain 8.3% and 8.4 % of the data, 
respectively, where the proportions are small but should be taken into consideration 









4.2 Machine Learning  
 
The second aim of this study was to examine the relationships between customer 
satisfaction and loyalty, as well as to investigate predictors of customer satisfaction 
Figure 21- Metrics of each segment (Low) 
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and loyalty in the telecom industry. Machine learning is a type of Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) which is used for a variety of data analysis process; here we 
considered unsupervised learning algorithms which are used in KNIME analytics 
platform. This clustering process is one of the types of unsupervised learning 
algorithm which is used to cluster a similar characteristic objects into a groups based 
on mean value. Supervised learning method has Classification algorithms which are 
mostly used to classify data objects based on class label as well as forecasting 
process.  
Machine Learning is an analysis of computer algorithms that automatically learn over 
practice. It is used as a subset of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Machine Learning 
algorithms construct a model based on sample data, known as "training data" to 
make forecasts or decisions without being directly trained to do so. Machine 
Learning algorithms are used in a wide range of applications, such as email filtering 
and computer vision, where it is impossible or unfeasible to create traditional 
algorithms to perform the necessary tasks. A type of machine learning is closely 
connected to quantitative statistics, which concentrate on making predictions using 
computers; but not all ML is mathematical learning. The analysis of mathematical 
optimization provides the field of ML with techniques, theory, and implementation 
domains. Data mining is a similar area of research that focuses on exploratory data 
processing by unsupervised learning. Machine learning is often referred to as 
predictive analytics in its use through market issues. 
 
4.2.1 Clustering Vs. Classification  
 
Classification and clustering are two pattern recognition approaches used in machine 
learning. Although both approaches have some parallels, the distinction lies in the 
fact that classification uses predefined classes in which objects are allocated, while 
clustering detects similarities between objects which are clustered according to 
those characteristics in general and which separate them from other categories of 
objects. These groups are known as clusters. Clustering is framed in unsupervised 
learning; that is, for this type of algorithm, we only have one set of input data (not 
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labelled) from which we must extract knowledge, without first understanding what 
the result will be. 
Clustering is used in programs by businesses that wish to identify similar features of 
their clients to apply customer segmentation, to create customer travel maps or to 
locate clusters and to concentrate on goods or services. Thus, if a large percentage of 
consumers have such things in common (age, type of family, etc.), the business may 
justify a specific campaign, service, or product. Clustering is also useful for extracting 
general observations and knowledge. 
On the other hand, classification belongs to supervised learning, which implies that 
the input data (marked in this case) is known and the potential output of the 
algorithm. There is a binary classification that refers to problems with categorical 
answers (such as ‘yes’ and ‘no’), and multiclassification for problems where more 
than two classes are found, referring to more flexible answers such as great, regular, 
and insufficient. 
 
4.3 Models in KNIME Analytics Platform 
4.3.1 Customer Satisfaction Prediction Model 
The purpose of this model is to segment the customers in five segments, based on 
their overall experience with the Call Center. The workflow bellow contains a 
preprocessing phase, the training phase where four different algorithms are used 






Figure 22 - Prediction customer satisfaction workflow 
 
The model is divided at four parts, the first part is to read the data, the second part is 
the pre-processing, where is applied the conversions, and the patronizing. The third 
part is to train the model and the evaluation. Firstly, it is used ‘Excel Reader’ node to 
import the file. Satisfaction level has been read as an Integer. Some algorithms such 
as Decision Tree require nominal values as classes, so ‘satisfaction_level’ has to be a 
nominal value. The node ‘Number to String’ is used to change the values from 
integer to nominal values. The Decision Tree Predictor applies the model to new 
data. The ‘Color Manager’ node is used to color the rows using a color scheme by 
‘satisfaction_level’ as it seems at the figure 22 and when this node is executed, we 
get the data table by color. After that, ‘Portioning’ node includes the training 
process. The training has two phases: the first phase is to train the model and the 
second phase is to evaluate the model. The training is very important because 
without evaluation, the model might not perform very well and therefore it is 
useless. The data is diverted in two parts the 80% of the data for the training set and 
the other 20% of the data for the testing. Stratified Sampling means that it is going to 
produce a data table containing 80 % of the original data and this 80% of data 
follows the priori distribution of classes in the selected column. The ‘Portioning’ 
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node gives two output ports, the first is the Data Table contains the 80% of the 
original data, and the other at the lower port contains 20% of the original data. 
For the training set is used five different algorithms for looking to find the highest 
accuracy, to provide an accurate model. Below at the table there are the algorithms 
and the high accuracy which they reached. 
 
 
ALGORITHMS ACCURACY (%) 
Decision Tree 67.4 
Logistic Regression Linear Regression 64 
Naïve Bayes 69 
SVM (Support Vector Machines) 68 
Random Forest 66 
Figure 23- Accuracy 
 
As you can observe Naïve Βayes reached the highest accuracy with proportion of 
69%. The accuracy is calculated divide the number of correct predictions by the total 
number of predictions. Naive Bayes classifier calculates the probability that a given 
input sample belongs to a certain class. For this dissertation, the prediction model 
that was produced did not provide high accuracy, but this is one of the negatives of 
an AI, when the sample is small. The nodes such as the ‘Decision Learner’ contains 
only the 80% of the data and the node ‘Decision predictor’ an existing decision tree, 
passed in through the model port, to predict the class value for new patterns.  
 
4.3.2 Customer Segmentation Model 
 
Algorithms for machine learning assess which characteristics have the greatest effect 
on the target variable. Understanding what these attributes are and what knowledge 
is most applicable to the model is very critical. Additional characteristics can be 
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produced and applied to the feature vector for each customer based on this 
information. For the research to be as accurate as possible, different type of 
algorithms is used.  
This workflow performs: 
1. clustering (k-Means) 
2. Visualization and labelling of clusters 
3. Summary of cluster stats 
 
 
Figure 24- Customer Segmentation workflow 
 
The above workflow implements customer segmentation by clustering the k-Means 
node. The second component of the workflow uses an immersive web platform 
wizard to visualize and mark single clusters. The basic workflow becomes the first 
half on the left of this workflow figure 24. This first half also includes a wrapped 
node, named ‘Define Cluster Parameters’, with nodes for the selection of the 
number and the numerical features to be used for clustering. The second half of the 
workflow, on the right, implements the browser-based visualization. The first 
wrapped node, named ‘Display Cluster Result’, produces a number of scatter plots to 
visualize the whole data set, where data points are colored by cluster. 
Specifically, the ‘Excel Reader (XLS)’ node reads a spread sheet and provides it at its 
output port. Τhe node ‘Define Cluster parameters’ is defining the number of clusters 
and the attributes to be included and choose the numeric columns to be taken into 
account for the succeeding clustering. In our case we choose 5 clusters, such as the 
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customers’ satisfaction level and all the attributes of the data is used except of the 
‘ID’. The ‘Customer Segmentation’ includes the clustering process, where the data is 
diverted by clusters. FIGUURE shows the clusters.  
Additionally, ‘Customer Segmentation’ is a metanode, contains ‘Color Manager’ 
which assigns colors to a selected nominal or numeric column. ‘RowID’ node, which 
replace the RowID and/or to create a column with the values of the current RowID. 
‘k-Means’ node which creates a crisp center-based clustering. ‘Normalizer (PMML)’ 
node normalizes the attributes of a table. The ‘Denormalizer (PMML)’ node 
denormalizes the attributes of a table reversing the information in the PMML model 
and the attributes of a table reversing the information in the PMML model. Finally, 
the ‘Color Appender’ node assigns an existing color model to a table.  
 
 
Figure 25 – Meta node Customer segmentation 
 
 
After this, as seen in the above figure 25, the 'Group loop start' node is used to 
define a definition, define a cluster name, as each iteration processes another group 
of rows and defines the column(s) to the group that needs to be defined. The input 
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data table is sorted by default based on the specified columns before the loop 
begins. Sorting will be turned off if the input data table is already sorted correctly 
based on the columns to the category on. If the sorting is turned off, but the input 
table is not correctly sorted, the execution will be cancelled. The clusters that are 
rendered are listed in the following figure 26, with the metrics that characterize 
them.  
The ‘Color Appender’ node assigns a current model of color to a table. If a color 
model has been optimized for a dataset and this color model needs to be replicated, 
the Color Manager model outport should be linked to the Color Appender model 
inport. The color model may also be extended to another column in the Color 
Appender. This functions for unrestricted integer columns and for minimal columns 
only if the potential values are exactly the same. 
 
 
Figure 26- Color Appender 
 
The ‘Loop End’ node in the end of the loop. It is used to mark the end of the 
workflow loop and to collect the intermediate results by row-wise concatenation of 
the incoming tables. The start of the loop is defined by the start loop node, in which 
you can decide how often the loop should be executed (either fixed or derived from 
data, for example the "group loop start"). Both the nodes in between are executed a 
number of times. Finally, the ‘CSV writer’ node writes the input data table to the file 
or to the remote location of the URL. The node offers a variety of options to 





Figure 27- Segmented Data 
 
 
As it is observed the satisfied customer are those with a green color and the with the 
red which they dissatisfied. For instance, cluster0 belongs data which the satisfaction 
level equals to 4, and the other attributes of this class is the most with higher than 3 
and 4. However, the cluster4 with red color is the data which more than three 
attributes have the value equal to 1. The cluster 2 and 3 seems to be characterized 
by the waiting time, which have high value and the waiting time satisfaction is low, 
since the times to call is more than once.  
However, the final output of this workflow is the segmentation of the customers in 
colors, depending on the metrics. Cluster0, includes consumers whose last contact 
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was the last 16 days, their waiting period is 200 minutes, their waiting time 
satisfaction rating is equal to 3, the times they called once, their attempt to fix the 
problem was equal to 3, their satisfaction level is closer to 3. Those customers they 
do not seem so pleased with their degree of satisfaction, but the times they call a call 
center were simple, so their overall experience makes them part of Cluster 0. 
The Cluster 1, as it shown at the Figure 27 ‘Color Appender’, customers whose last 
contact was the last 13 days, the average of waiting time with the Call Center was 
119 seconds, but all the other values are between 2 to 1. The Cluster 2 is in the 
middle, contains customers whose last contact with the Call Center was the last 14 
days, the waiting time is 198 seconds, they only contact at once, their waiting time 
satisfaction level is equal to 4, and all the other metrics are higher than 4. Therefore, 
customers belonging to Cluster 2 are closer to be satisfied of the overall experience. 




At the final chapter of the study, are presented a review of main findings, 
recommendations and considerations for future studies. This chapter further points 
forth the shortcomings of this study, which are of particular interest to the readers 
of this research project. The research also aimed to examine the factors affecting 
customer satisfaction in the telecommunications industry.  
The success of a company depends on the satisfaction of the customer. Whenever a 
business is about, clients often come "first" and prosper. Those companies that excel 
in truly serving consumers would stay at the top business spot. Today, organizations 
have acknowledged that customer loyalty is a critical component of the company's 




5.1 Summary of results 
 
The questionnaire includes answers from customers as to how their last contact 
experience with the Call Center was and how satisfied they remained. The data 
collected came from 1189 customers, 349 of whom are high value customers and 
840 others. After the data preprocess, the sample that is used on this research was 
total 998 customers. The analysis was divided into two parts, the first part being the 
exploratory data analysis, which summarizes the main characteristics of visual 
methods and the second part apart the machine learning analysis.  
At the first part of the analysis, Power BI was used for getting insights about the 
sample data. Referring to the results of the exploratory data analysis as stipulated in 
‘Subsection 4.1.1.’.  For the exploratory data analysis, a dashboard was created in 
Power BI software. The dashboard was included four pages; the first page was 
representing statistics from waiting time until customer contact with the first 
representative. Insights of the first page have shown that the gender played a key 
part role. The male sex has a dominant role at the sample with proportion 61.52 %. 
From the graphics it is observed, the major reason customers frequently get in 
contact with the Call Center was for technical support with 41.78 %, which is closed 
to the half of the sample. Therefore, this should be put under consideration because 
the other half is all the other services together with the percentage approximately 10 
% of the sample belongs for each of the other services. The average waiting time of 
the sample was 479 seconds, while for the waiting time, customers were asked to 
refer to their waiting time satisfaction, the average waiting time satisfaction was 
2.89 correlated to satisfaction is approximately 3. The value 3 on the research means 
that the customer was in the middle, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, which is also 
not clearly defined.  
The second page shows the overall customer satisfaction with the Call Center, 
considering all the parameters. The overall satisfaction was almost 3, which means 
that we should look further to the insights to find what metrics were affect customer 
experience, and there is a graphic that shows that the satisfaction level was almost 
the same for each service customer contact with the Call Center. This page has the 
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only purpose to see the level of satisfaction and consider further about why the 
satisfaction level is low. The next page of the dashboard it refers about the 
correlation analysis. One of the important things of the research was to observe 
which is the relationship between the attributes. The visual in Power BI correlation 
matrix with many attributes, and from the correlation matrix it is observed the 
correlation if those attributes have strong negative or positive correlation between 
them. 
After this analysis, using Power BI, we can use AI, to derive metric or key 
performance. The visual key influencers reflects the variables in which an interested 
metric drives and ranks the variables that matter and displays them as main 
influencers.  This means when customers want to call back from the center 
automatically and when the time is under 180 seconds. Nevertheless, the low level 
of satisfaction appears to be affected when the call is lost, and the customer did not 
manage to the representative, this may be due to the system organization, when 
there are too many lines and there is no representative available, and the second 
reason that the call is lost is has to do with a technical issue. 
Additionally, the second part of the research was the analysis by producing two 
models. On this part of the analysis based on machine learning, was used KNIME 
Analytics Platform. Using KNIME two models were developed, the first one was a 
Prediction model of customer satisfaction and the other model was the Customer 
Segmentation model. The prediction model was developed with the purpose to see 
how accurately the customers’ satisfaction can be predicted based on the sample 
data by using algorithms such as Decision tree, Random Forest, SVM (Support Vector 
Machines), Logistic Regression Linear Regression, Naïve Bayes. The Naïve Bayes 
algorithm achieving 69% accuracy, which means that the prediction model is not 
accurate. However, this is because of the small sample that we had collected. 
Artificial Intelligence need to have millions of data for better learning.  Finally, the 
second model that is produced is the Customer Segmentation model applied 
clustering on the data by using k-Means, this model gives us an output segmented 
the sample data. The clusters were five for example customers’ satisfaction, with 
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The problems that have been found referred to the dataset, due to the fact that it 
was too limited; there were 998 customers after the pre-processing. Artificial 
intelligence approaches enable a dataset to have millions of records, as the model 
learns from the collection of observations. For example, human beings need to do it 
several times to learn successful attempts, such as programs, when they try to do 
something new. The model is attempting to learn from the observations, since there 
are several observations to make a better model possible. In addition, the 
observations should be in a good format, because the model defines the parameters 
and adapts the observations from many of the observations we have in a good 
format. The model will not be able to achieve high accuracy if the format is not 
simple. 
Another problem was that records were in Greek, and in order to begin the analysis, 
there still does not exist an accurate translation tool, so the translation was done by 
hand. The intention was to analyze the feelings of the clients' comments and to 
observe the clarification of the customer's complaints in the comments, but it was 
not introduced because of the Greek. 
 
5.3 Recommendations for further work 
 
After knowing the outcome and magnitude of the impact and correlation between 
variables in Subchapters 4.1.1, this subsection is referred to recommendations on a 
number of topics on which further research would be beneficial.  
The accuracy of the model was low; more observations could be collected in order to 
have higher accuracy. The dataset should be increased, not only by records but also 
by more features to be more accurate and specific. The model that was produced it 
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is not deterministic. The purpose of this research was to apply some methods to 
predict customer satisfaction by using those tools (Power BI, KNIME).  
Additionally, the research questionnaire should include more personal questions. For 
instance, should referring to their willingness to wait. More personal questions may 
create for the customer feeling that the company needs his opinion and at the same 
time the company should consider more about if its goals are close to its clients’ 
willings. Another idea for further and more interesting analysis, it can be to connect 
customers’ answers of questionnaire with database of the company finding his 
behavior with the company, since those data can help taking more ways of analysis.  
The following questions are set for further research.  
Q1: How could this operate in real production/operations of a call center? 
Q2: What proactive processes and policies could be deployed to manage the 
customer call center experience? 





Customer satisfaction is critical since fulfilled consumers will bring value to the brand 
and spread a positive word of mouth and help make the brand a strong reputation. 
Satisfied customers will be willing to make a long-term stable partnership with the 
company. As the global call center industry continues to expand, the spectrum of 
operational management challenges faced by call centers has become wider and 
more complex.  
The main objective of the analysis was to evaluate the effect of the Call Center on 
customer satisfaction and investigate the impact of different factors influencing 
customer satisfaction at the Call Center. In addition to growing competition, 
company understanding of the importance of call centers has increased dramatically. 
The Call Center is seen as a necessity that is accessible as a bridge that unrestrictedly 
connects the company with its clients.  
This paper presented a new set of features for the customer satisfaction prediction 
in the telecommunication, including the aggregated of customers contact with the 
call center. From the analysis, factors where call center experience can catalyze 
customer dissatisfaction was defined.  
Based on the findings, the researcher concluded that process related factors and 
agent related factors are not worthy. The segmentation that was achieved by using 
Power BI and KNIME show that there are not only the values of satisfaction that 
should be high, but the times of contact should be limited and waiting time can 
negatively affect customers’ overall experience. Moreover, the accuracy of the 
predicted model was 69% by using Naïve Bayes, which clearly states that Naïve Bayes 
is an efficient technique. 
On the other hand, this research still needs development from the side of the model 
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